
LifeOmic AI Consult 
improves clinician 
efficiency by leveraging
large language models
A groundbreaking solution for medical summarization that automatically generates
concise and accurate summaries of patient medical history and current status.
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A study funded by the American Medical Association found that for every
hour a physician spends with a patient, an additional two hours is spent on
administrative tasks such as patient chart review.

LifeOmic AI Consult    is a groundbreaking offering within the HITRUST
certified, HIPAA compliant LifeOmic Platform.  It is designed to leverage the
power of Large Language Models (LLM) to curate patient summaries of
vast datasets saving clinicians time and minimizing burnout.

Empower clinicians to more efficiently understand the patient's history and
current health status by summarizing:

Empower healthcare 
professionals
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Sources: 
ama-assn.org/practice-management/digital/allocation-physician-time-ambulatory-practice
ama-assn.org/practice-management/physician-health/pandemic-pushes-us-doctor-burnout-all-time-high-63
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Summary of complete patient EHR
dataset configured with clinician
guidance.

Whether you prefer a comprehensive
overview or a specific section of the
patient’s medical history, LifeOmic AI
Consult's advanced technology has the
ability to tailor summaries to meet your
individual needs.

The future of patient
summarization is here
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LifeOmic AI Consult was designed to be
LLM-agnostic and can deploy the latest
medical-grade LLM technologies as soon
as they are made available. This flexibility
enables the platform to keep pace with
the speed of change.
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Real-Time Accessibility
Reduce the risk of oversight and expedite
decision-making processes with access to
crucial patient data frequently buried in
patient records. LifeOmic AI Consult helps
minimize the chance of missing critical
details.

Customization & Flexibility
Different healthcare settings demand
unique requirements. LifeOmic AI Consult
can be customized to cater to specific
specialities, patient populations and
stakeholder teams.

Seamless Integrations
LifeOmic AI Consult's robust EHR integration
ensures a comprehensive overview without
the need for additional software or complex
workflows.

Targeted Patient Record Query
Using LLM technology, LifeOmic AI Consult
enables clinicians to ask specific clinical
questions which analyze and summarize
patient data to inform customized care
strategies to that specific patient.

Expedite decision-
making processes
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Based on a clinician question, the
platform narrows, summarizes,
and contextualizes the patient's
EHR data.
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Provides a list of potential
disease or syndromes for the
clinician to consider.

Save Valuable Time
With the automation of patient summaries,
clinicians no longer need to be burdened by
the manual review of extensive medical
records and can allocate more time to direct
patient care, leading to more productivity.

Enhance Clinical Decision-Making
Empower healthcare professionals by
providing concise, accurate, and relevant
summaries that enables them to quickly
grasp a patient’s medical history, current
conditions, and treatment plans.

Improve Patient Safety
Minimize the risk of errors and oversights by
automating patient summarization. Accurate
and succinct summaries help reduce the
chances of missing critical details, resulting
in enhanced patient safety and care quality.
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Collaborate Seamlessly
By providing a standardized format,
LifeOmic AI Consult fosters effective
communication between multidisciplinary
teams allowing them to effortlessly
collaborate and share patient summaries.

Convenient. Comprehensive. 
Collaborative. 
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LifeOmic AI Consult equips healthcare
providers with the comprehensive knowledge
needed to make well-informed decisions in a
fraction of the time. 

By streamlining the entire process, we’re
giving them more time to do what matters
most—caring for their patients.”

Dr. Don Brown
Founder and CEO of LifeOmic
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Founded in 2016, LifeOmic is a healthcare technology
company solving the industry’s largest problems —
connecting, consolidating, and visualizing complex
health data to improve patient outcomes.

Improve clinician
efficiency with the
LifeOmic AI Consult
solution
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